**Winter Safety**

**Draw a line from each phrase to its matching picture.**

**Big puffy coats** make it hard to buckle up safely.

If you use a **car seat** remove your winter coat.

**Have an adult help buckle** your harness then use your coat as a blanket on top.

---

**Fill in the Blank**

**WORD BANK:** trees  cars  frozen  road

- Do not sled on hills that end up in the ____________.
- Never play on or around water even if you think it's ____________.
- Avoid areas with ____________ or rocks when sledding or skiing.
- Stay far from the roads when playing. _______ need more space to fully stop on snow and ice.

---

Protect your head with a helmet for all activities. Color the ski helmet and goggles.
Winter Safety

Find the bold words in the puzzle to the right.
Words can go in any direction and share letters.

- Help family members remove SNOW from the car before driving.
- Use an ice scraper to clear all WINDOWS of ice and snow.
- Always pack WARM CLOTHES and an extra HAT and GLOVES in case you get stranded.
- Keep extra BLANKETS in your car.
- Always keep a well-stocked FIRST AID KIT in case of emergencies.
- Always BUCKLE UP no matter how long or short the trip.
- A small SHOVEL may be useful for digging out of the snow.
- KITTY LITTER isn't just for cats! You can use it to help the TIRES grip the ground when spinning on snow.
- Be a SAFE PASSENGER, don't distract the driver.
- Make sure drivers in your household take their car to a trusted CAR REPAIR SHOP to make sure the proper MAINTENANCE is done before winter.